Air Force Enlisted Classification Guide - keaton.ga
31 october 2016 air force enlisted classification - afecd 31 october 2016 2 this guide establishes the occupational
structure of the air force enlisted force the occupational structure is flexible to permit enlisted personnel to specialize and
develop their skills and abilities while allowing the air, 31 october 2017 air force enlisted classification - air force enlisted
classification directory afecd the official guide to the air force enlisted classification codes a specialty for every air force job
and the qualifications necessary to perform each job opr hq afpc dp3dw certified by hq afpc dp3 supersedes afecd 30 april
2017, classification afpc af mil - the air force career field managers guide implements procedures for developing staffing
approving and disapproving proposed changes to the air force enlisted classification directory afecd and the air force officer
classification directory afocd, air force enlisted guide 132dwing ang af mil - air force enlisted guide to become an officer
in the air national guard 1 2 to determine classification and assignment actions service in the united states air force places
me in a position of special trust and responsibility drug or alcohol abuse after this date will be, enlisted afsc classifications
u s air force fact - watch united states air force pilots talk about the importance of exercise saber strike 18 as they refuel
over the baltic sea on june 18 2018 saber strike 18 is a long standing training exercise designed to enhance interoperability
between the u s and our allies, by order of the air force instruction 36 2626 secretary of - air force instruction 36 2626 3
june 2013 incorporating through change 3 13 january 2015 personnel ogram 2 4 personnel services delivery psd guide 2 5
air force enlisted classification directory afecd, 1n3x1x cfetp final 28 apr 14 af - mandatory knowledge items listed in the air
force enlisted classification guide cdcs will contain information on basic principles techniques and procedures common to an
afsc, u s air force enlisted process - welcome to the united states air force learn about great opportunities for enlisted
airmen officers and health care professionals, by order of the air force manual 36 2108 secretary of the - enlisted
manager cem codes attachment 42 used in the enlisted classification system use the use the specialty descriptions and
codes to identify different types of air force jobs and the qualifications of, afsc job descriptions and qualifications
breakdown - in the air force enlisted jobs are known as afscs or air force specialty codes the air force divides their afscs
enlisted jobs into the following overall categories operations maintenance logistics support medical dental legal chaplain
finance contracting and special investigations, military crosswalk guide classification home page - official guide to the
air force officer classification codes april 2017 u s department of the air force and occupational conversion index enlisted
officer civilian dod 1312 1 i march 2001 u s department of defense, air force specialty code wikipedia - the air force
specialty code afsc is an alphanumeric code used by the united states air force to identify a specific job officer afscs consist
of four characters and enlisted afscs consist of five characters
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